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Drawing/top view of the unit 

 

 

 
Exterior of the operational complex 

 
Exterior of the shelter with additional veranda 

Mobile unit with refrigerators, food preparation and separate dishwashing area on an ISO 20 foot shelter 
 

MOD. C20-FCPL-2V 
a) Sturdy support structure of aluminum profiles (Leg. 6082) with welded ISO corner blocks, in 

accordance with ISO standard for 20-foot containers. 
b) Transportability with ordinary vehicles in addition to international standards (ship - freight 

trains - container vehicles, etc.). 
c) Folding platforms and removable stair steps attached to the structure.  
d) Floor made of stainless-steel sheet with non-slip adhesive strips, on water-repellent plywood 

support, complete with grid and drip tray for internal cleaning. 
e) The walls are made of double sheet aluminum panels, each with a thickness of 1mm and a 

40mm insulation. Partition for two separate rooms, with sealed wall panels. 
f) Completely smooth inside and outside with structural fastening using polymer sealant and a 

complete inner seal.  
g) Entrance doors in the forehead, made of aluminum profiles and security glazing including 

panic bar.  
h) Extendible element in the wash area with large window for receiving the dishes. 
i) Structural predisposition for the wall mounting of various cabinets and appliances 
j) Possible use both on the vehicle and on the ground. 
k) Side structure with awning (porch) possible, to protect the external work area. 
l) painting and pasting with customer-specific labeling  
m) Dimensions of the module in mm: L. 6058 x B. 2438 x H. 2591 (according to ISO standard 20 

feet-1CC). 

n) External power supply with 380V (other voltages available on request) 
o) Internal electrical panels (in the equipment compartment), for external 

branches of the light / socket controls (in the operating area) and 
corresponding safety devices in accordance with applicable regulations. 
Earthing system with cable connection and pegs. External derivation and 
internal distribution according to applicable regulations.   

p) "Professional" equipment of the highest quality: 
q) Food preparation area / refrigerators and freezers: 

- 1 freezer and 1 refrigerator with 700l each and temperature of min. -18° 
to -22°C and from 0° to -2°C. 
- 1 sink with 2 basins and drip tray and shelf and boiler 
- peripherally revolving worktop and shelves 

r) Dish return area for rinsing: 
- 1 dishwasher with hood and removal baskets. Complete with baskets for 
different dishes. 
- Surface for rough washing with shower head 
- Expandable body with a continuous worktop and hole for emptying 
waste in the underlying container and window shelf. 
- Shelves for storing clean dishes. 

s) External drain connections, complete with accessories. 
t) Ideal as a support module for mobile kitchens from 200 to 300 meals per 

hour. 
 

Price: ex works (Venice), Italy 

1. MOD. C20-FCPL-2V (complete with a.m. equipment): …………………………….. €uro/pcs. ______________ + VAT 


